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NASA

About Us
Pravishya in educational sector is known for its 
incubation center and its events. Pravishya in 
2021 is hosting NASA Space Apps Challenge , 
Pravishya Hackathon  , Space Fair & E Sum-
mits.Ideas pitched by students is being imple-
mented for the society in association with 
Maharashtra and Karnataka governments.

Pravishya Hackathon series is the newest addi-
tion to our event section. Apart from Space 
Apps Challenge conducted annualy we are 
coming up with pravishya hackathon to be con-
ducted alongside Nasa Space Apps Challenge. 
This will be a 3 tier competetion whose national 
level winning group will be send on a 7 day trip 
to NASA ,where all the expenses will be taken 
care by Pravishya Tech.



Phase Line
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Anima Patil Sable
Orion Spacecra� Simula�ons 
Lab Manager, NASA 
Johnson Space Center (Jacobs) 

Sanjay Belawal
MD & CEO
Bell Consultancy Services
Strategic Planning & Business development 

S.K. Nigam
Scien�fic Officer

Baba Atomic Research Center

Sandeep Ravikanti
Assistant Professor
Osmania University

Sasibhushan Muttada
Data Scien�st
Accenture Digital
Alumini-  IIM Ranchi 

Arvind Jingra
IES Officer

D.R.D.O.



Benefits to students

Important Notes

1.Students will get a chance to present their                
work in front of industry experts.
2.Students have a chance to get hired as 
interns or employees depending on their per-
formance
3.Students will be participating on more than 
one hackathon at the same time
4.Winners of each pre hackathon get a chance 
to visit ISRO
5.Participants get a chance to win free online 
courses or internship based on their perfor-
mance.
6.Since we are conducting NASA Space Apps 
Challenge alongside , multiple teams will be 
selected in the finals as the global nominee of 
NASA Space App Challenge.
7.Winning team in the finals get a chance to 
visit NASA where transportation and  accomo-
dation will be taken by Pravishya Tech.

1.NASA Space Apps Challenge conducted 
alongside is completely free for all students.
2.Students participating only for NASA Space 
Apps Challenge will not be considered for trip 
to NASA.
3.Job offeres and Internships mentioned is 
decided by representatives of companies and 
is not selected based on marks obtained in the 
hackathon.



Domains

Other Events by Pravishya

Space Fair

Please scan the following QR code to know the 
domains for Hackathon.

Space Fair is one of a kind science expo for 
school students . It includes almost all kinds of 
activities through which students can exhibit 
their creativity.Winners of Space Fair will be 
taken to ISRO 

E Summit
Designed for IT professionals , it is the annual 
meet of IT professionals , students and Industry 
experts to share ideas , interact and exhibit.It 
includes expert talks by maestros of our gener-
ation.The event will be conducted in different 
cities all over India .Time and details will be 
available in our official website pravishya.tech .
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